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Overview: puna

Te Puna can be translated as well spring or source. It is a watery term, 
suggesting things that, while powerful (like a river carves the landscape) is 
also flexible. We see -puna appearing in words like Tipuna ~ ancestors and 
Mokopuna ~ grandchildren. Te Puna is the past and leads to the future.

Puna is understood in this context as the wellspring of ideas and knowledge. 
Ideas don’t just come from nowhere, but have their own whakapapa (lineage or 
genealogy) – from clients, from communities, from other designers and artists. 
In using and developing those ideas, we need to be aware of where they have 
come from, so we can contextualise, articulate through design and make in a 
conscious way.
Project Brief

This project asks you to consider how we actually know and experience 
space, at an intimate 1:1 scale. In other words, how everyday existence 
‘produces space’. It also asks us to interrogate the ‘origin’ of the design. 
Designers are conduits for ideas. Where do your ideas come from? What role 
do you play in shaping them further into creative work? 

The aim of this project is to engage in a shared exploration of the rituals that 
occur through dwelling, inviting  you to gather, explore, manipulate and 
represent the performance of ritual as a means to consider and critique the 
ways in which people interact with their environments. 

These three points are a framework to guide you through this process:

Origin 1.You will begin by documenting a ritual you perform everyday, an 
instance of how you live in space everyday.  Consider: Body. Space. Time. 

Origin 2. Select a site from the list provided.  Design a spatial intervention or 
self supporting structure that relocates your ritual in your selected site. How, 
through this shift in place can you reveal something about the ritual? 

Origin 3. Create a proposal that responds to the site  - historical, political, 
cultural and social implications - as well as particular modes of representation. 
As a Spatial designer/artist, your role is to work with, through and against 
these constraints to produce your response to this brief.

Sites: 

The Town Belt 

The South Coast

Stairs between The Terrace and Lambton Quay.
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Puna
Ritual investigations 

“Domesticity recognises us in another day: opened book and half-filled coffee cups, 

enclosed, still bedroom, contained to fast hold dreams and nightmares. Sharp 

eastern light catches the water gleaming on the bathroom floor. Horizontal surfaces 

are loaded with the past and future; yesterday‘s newspapers, dead flowers, school 

notices, free giveaways and promises of salvation. The underlying condition is difficult 

to perceive in the welter of layering.“ 

Sarah Treadwell, ‚From the Margins of Architecture; an account of domesticity 

(1989-92)‘ in New Dreamland: writing New Zealand architecture, ed. Douglas 

lloyd-Jenkins (2005). Auckland: Godwit Press, pg.284.



Schedule & Paper Resources 
See Spatial Blog  
http://www.spatialdesign.info/blog/2017-year-02/design-studio-iia-puna/

Submission
You will be required to complete the following:

• Digital submission of Ritual Proposal.

• Digital workbook/blog.

• Reflection text.

Deliverables for the final submission will be agreed in discussion with your 
lecturers. The presented work must clearly and evocatively communicate the 
proposal, using a range of spatial design techniques.

You will also be required to keep a blog documenting the progress of your 
project, which should be updated regularly and demonstrate a range of 
research, explorations, iterative development and refinement. All images and 
references to work that is not your own must be clearly cited.

Learning Outcomes and Assessment Criteria:
On successful completion of this paper you should be able to:

1  Develop and apply an awareness of a variety of local cultural contexts, 
and their relationship to the production and reception of creative work, 
acknowledging the bicultural framework of Aotearoa New Zealand. 
[Matauranga – Understanding; Whanaungatanga – Connectedness].
Consideration of protocols of dwelling within your own and other cultures. 
Recognition for the narratives of place within chosen sites.

Unsatisfactory        Satisfactory          Good            Very Good  Excellent
   

2  Discuss your own work and the work of others using a critical approach. 
[Matauranga – Understanding].
Reflection on your own practice recognising influence of precedent and 
context.

Unsatisfactory        Satisfactory          Good            Very Good  Excellent

3  Demonstrate competency in techniques, skills and processes for spatial 
design. [Mohio – Virtuosity].
Use of appropriate media to describe technical and atmospheric qualities of 
the proposal.

Unsatisfactory        Satisfactory          Good            Very Good  Excellent

5  Apply investigative skills in order to source and use a range of 
resources/materials supporting the development of your work. 
[Matauranga – Understanding].
Engagment with information and concept generation processes introduced 
in studio sessions.

Unsatisfactory        Satisfactory          Good            Very Good  Excellent

General Comments

Grade


